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About This Game

* Playable as a desktop shooter or in VR using the HTC Vive, Oculus Rift and WMR.
* VR mode supports 360 and 180 degree tracking plus step rotation.

* 10,000 maps, ranging from super easy to certain death.
* Play the levels you want, stay on the easy maps or jump to high risk, high reward sectors.

* Collect rewards from completed maps to upgrade a variety of weapons and skills.
* A multitude of different enemies and special map challenges.

* Multiple leaderboards for different game modes.
* Hardcore old-school shooter with rogue-like elements.

An Orcus Research Cartel station orbiting a deep space magnetar has gone rogue. The operating system has killed the crew and
turned them into thanatoids, half dead monsters with a lust for murder. And if that's not bad enough, the corporate A.I. back at

Earth System has triggered the station's self destruct sequence. Your only chance is to fight your way through an army of
weaponized undead and find an escape pod, before time runs out or the thanatoids overwhelm you.

10,000 levels of chaotic science fiction horror that rise inexorably in difficulty. Choose which maps you play, in any order, from
the dead easy beginning sectors to the certain death end sectors. Take on extra challenges for big rewards, and use those rewards
to buy new weapons and survival skills. The maps start small and painless, but sector by sector the challenge mercilessly ramps

up, until at some point they become practically impossible. Where that point is depends on your skill.

Find the escape pods to complete the game, or just keep going and see how far you can get. Rise up on the leaderboards.
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Title: Necro Mutex
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Denormalizer
Publisher:
Denormalizer
Franchise:
Necro Mutex
Release Date: 8 Feb, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 and above.

Processor: Intel Core i5-6400 @ 2.70GHz

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 770, Radeon R9 380.

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 20 GB available space

Additional Notes: The minimum requirements for normal PC play are not suitable for VR play.

English
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keeps crashing. an awesome game gets an awesome mod and shortens the waiting time for rs2, thanks for all the work you put
into that!. Probably play this more then anything. Infinite replay value. My favorite experience, even seated.. Very fun game to
play with friends, good music and nice colors!
10 falls out of map \/10. Interesting world and story, but characters fall flat or outside my tastes.

The store\/skill raising gets old kinda fast, and a good portion of the scenes feel disconnected and random.

5\/10 Maybe buy on sale but not one of my favorite WW games.. This game fails in just about every aspect that comes to mind.
Gameplay, progression, audio, immersion.

Every gun feels and shoots like a pea shooter, From what I experience, they all make a "tink" noise when the bullets hit just
about anything.

The progression system is completely broken in the sense it feels like I had a cheat code turned on that I couldn't disable. The
price of weapon boxes seem to scale with your progressions in level. But from what I experience, you can sell the weapons you
get out of a box for more than what you spent on the box 80% of the time, the other 20% you get most of your money back.
Ultimately I started off with a few thousand moneys, and ended up with 100k in a couple minutes just selling the stuff back.

I eventually found myself with a homing shotgun not to long into my box-opening journey and upgraded the crap out of the
thing. I did a few levels closed my eyes and aimed my homing shotgun at the spawnpoint and pushed the trigger as fast as
possible and deleted everything that thought of spawning. (~10 pellets from a shotgun all homing on 1 target is basically god
mode -- even against bosses)

All up until I hit level 4, where the boss appeared to take no damage, and moved over my "character" blacking out my screen
and making me invulnerable. I would have backed out to the menu and restarted the level, but it seems like a menu wasn't even
developed either.

Just play Space Pirate Trainer. the only "innovation" this game brings is a progression system, but it's incredibally imbalanced
and needs serious tuning before it is truly innovative. It boils down into the user just getting weapons that deal rediculous
damage and you don't even need to aim. Destroying the aspect of skill required in a shooter and eliminating all sense of a
challenge. Space Pirate Trainer plays much smoother, the weapons are much funner, they feel good, and the enemies \/
projective are better conveyed.

This game feels like the developer kind of experimented with something as part of a side project and threw it on the market
without any kind of finishing or refinement.. https:\/\/youtu.be\/IAvdyCD08eI
This game really surprised me. I thought that it will be just another crash into the planet, scavenge to survive game. But it has
very unique feel to it also it starts not how I expected at all (so thats a big plus). I enjoy the fact that all placed items are visually
represented (aren't just numbers in some inventory box). So far game looks and feels amazing.
The only few and very small minuses that I could mention:
1)The fact that tutorial could tell you how to place items. Since when you walk infront of the storage it prompts you to use E.
But in reality you need to equip the item and than new letter Q comes up. One extra line of eqip item to place it could be
helpfull. But I guess you can figure it out yourself.
2) The control sistem is a bit well unnatural. You need to press bunch of butons to acces different things. Which when you get
used to it is fine, but could be changed either to RTY or 1,2,3 instead of TBG.
3) You dont really get explanation why you leave the ship? Where are you going? Who are you ? What is your objective? A
small intro text would be nice. But once again if you read description of the game you kinda get the backstory so it's just a
minor thing.

Other than those things game is really great and I am looking forward to playing more of it as well as seeing the progress of
updating it. Overall developer did a great job, and created something that has distinctive feel to it . Which is something that is
difficult to acomplish these days.

P.S. sorry for my mistakes english is not my native language :)
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It had a mediocre story and was actually quite boring.

. My only issue with the game was the choice of font, but other than that I loved it. Not only did the main chartacter have a good
personality and cute quirks, the NPC's also had unique traits that made them more than a background piece. The mechanic for
rewarding exploration with stat boosts was also a cool concept.. In 1997 I got a disk in the mail labeled 250 Arcade Games, with
this being one of the games. It's a fun retro shooter that still holds up well in my opinion. My only complaint is that you jump
really high and take fall damage from your own jumps.. I've always kind of avoided RTS games, but as a MOBA player, this
was actually a really cool intro into a more RTS-style game. Thus far, I've been really enjoying myself, and the quick, action-
packed matches have been lots of fun playing with friends. Basically, I think this game took the best parts of both genres and
just made a game entirely out of that which is, not surprisingly, pretty great. Looking forward to the game getting even more
developed since it's already lots of fun!. I bought this to play with my young daughter. She knows how to move characters
around with a controller and has been able to play simple games like Toki Tori and Bit Trip Runner. This game looks like it will
be fun for her, but beware that it controlls with the mouse. She wasn't familiar with it so it was a little confusing at first.
However, she's interested in Tinkerbell, so she probably will learn quickly.. I was expecting a not very great game after reading
the reviews, but I think it is as good as most other harvest moon games. I think people need to stop comparing Harvest Moon to
Stardew Valley which was created by a completed different person\/company. It has a new story line that takes a little bit of a
different take with the same original game play as the others. One thing I especially like with this harvest moon is the option to
complete personal tasks for each character as well as follow the main story line.

BOTTOM LINE:
- New to farming series and recently came upon Stardew Valley? You aren't going to find a game with more features than
Stardew Valley
- All time harvest moon fan? Good selection to add to your collection

Version 1.1.2 Map Update.:
Since people are spending more time in the sub-1000 sector maps than I had expected, I've decided to redo most of those maps
to make them more interesting.

Originally the maps below sector 500 were just made from 2 rooms, which makes them quite easy but also means they lack the
variety that later maps have.

Now the sectors from 0 to 999 range from the original 2 rooms up to 3, 4 and 5 rooms, which allows for more diversity in map
architecture. Also means that they're a bit trickier, but they're worth more reward too, and with the changes made in the 1.1.0
update players shouldn't find them too difficult.

I hope you enjoy the new maps.. Update 1.3.0. New End Game Maps.:
As the player goes to higher and higher sectors, Necro Mutex is supposed to gradually become impossible. Unfortunately, user
Kiddster didn't get the memo, and with a skillful and well honed playstyle has been thrashing tougher and tougher sectors
without problem, recently beating sector 9998, the second last sector and the last "normal" sector. (Meaning, not an escape pod
sector)

So to toughen up those final sectors, update 1.3.0 has made some changes.

Sectors 8000-8999 now either have the Low Ammo or No Ammo challenge.

Sectors 9000-9998 have been completely re-done, and now always have a shuggoid, cortex guardians, and the No Ammo
challenge. That should make them more consistently difficulty.

The Electro Flamer Alt Fire has been modified. It now takes 0.25 seconds to power down, using ammo while it does. This
doesn't make much difference when it's used in a continuous burst. However the "Tap 'n' Zap" strategy of just doing quick
bursts now uses a bit more ammo, so it's more difficult to just charge through a sector occasionally tapping the alt fire to clear a
path. "Tap 'n' Zap" is still useful, it just can't be used quite as much, especially on low ammo sectors.

[Edit: It was 1.5 seconds cool down in the original 1.3.0 update but that was probably too much, so 1.3.1 cut it down to 0.25
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seconds.]

Shuggoids and Cortex Guardians have gotten a hit point buff in earlier game sectors. They start out roughly four times tougher
than they used to be, though in the upper sectors they still have the same hit points.

Shuggoids and Cortex Guardians also have some extra attacks now, firing positrons and muons respectively.

This update also includes a number of other minor tweaks and bug fixes. If any new bugs have been introduced, let me know in
the discussion forum and I'll fix them asap.

Hope you enjoy the new update.

. Update 1.3.2. New Gun and Bug Fixes.:
Necro Mutex now has a new gun.

The alt fire shocker attack from the flamer has been promoted to its own weapon, the Electrogun. It ranks above the rocket
launcher in terms of price. Its alt fire is a concentrated long range arc of electricity, a handy complement to the short range area
effect of the primary fire.

The Flamer has a new alt mode, blasting a rapid fire stream of incendiary grenades. Great for taking out bigger targets or
clearing areas that you can't see, just bounce some grenades in.

1.3.2 also has a number of bug fixes for issues that were introduced in 1.3.0, the two main ones being the leaderboard
sometimes not updating, and some code that wrongly saw the new maps as sign of an error.

Hope you enjoy the new gun, and let me know on the discussion page if any more bugs show up.. Version 1.1.0 Gameplay
Update.:
Latest update makes some changes to the gameplay which I hope will add extra enjoyment for users.

The first 1000 sectors are supposed to be pretty easy, just a warm up for the larger sectors and a chance to build up basic skills.
But I noticed most new players seemed to be finding them more difficult than intended, with very few people reaching even
sector 250.

That's a pity, because the later sectors have all kinds of fun stuff, like shuggoids, cortex guardians, mega-thanatoids, radiation
rooms...

So I'm made the following change. The "Death Evasion" skill has been changed from the first Ultra Skill (which is too
expensive for beginner players) into a much, much cheaper Health skill.

Now beginner players will be able to get the Death Evasion skill very early, which should make survival in the early sectors
much easier, since you can cheat death up to 10 times.

This doesn't really make any difference to later sectors, since you're expected to have the Death Evasion skill by that point
anyway.

I hope the change makes the game more fun for beginner players, because now you can take more risks taking on higher sectors,
and get bigger rewards in the process.. Gameplay Version 2 Work Has Begun.:
Today I've started work on Gameplay Version 2. This will consist of a lot of tweaks and changes, both big and small, that'll
make the game more fun (and intense) for new players and old players alike.

The goal is to have this ready in time for the Steam Summer Sale, so it should take between 2 and 4 weeks.

Depending on how fast the coding goes, some of the things I'd like change or add are:

* Unlimited character progress, so even sector 9999 can eventually be beaten... although don't expect that to be easy or fast!
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* A change to sector difficulty, so that sector number more closely matches how challenging it is.
* Some weapon changes.
* Certain thanatoid characteristics will be modified.
* A couple of new thanatoids.
* Some more story.

I may or may not have time to implement all these things, so it's a question of how much I can get done before the sale.

And if you already really like the current gameplay, don't worry. You'll have the option of playing the "original recipe" game as
it currently exists too.. New Maps, New Options, 180 VR Tracking:
Version 1.2.0 is now available, with a number of big changes.

New Maps.
All the maps from sectors 0000 to 1999 have been redone, with the emphasis on getting more map variation and more thanatoid
monsters into the game sooner. Also, Cortex Guardian sectors are now worth x5 instead of x2.

New Options.
Several new game options have been added so the player can customize the game to their liking. These include the ability to get
rid of teleporter limits and time limits, and to make giant thanatoids smaller or even get rid of them completely.

One of the biggest changes is that now players can choose to start a game buffed up with credits and skills, instead of starting
with nothing. How much you start with is up to you, start with just a million dollars, or start with everything!

Using these options creates a "non-standard game" that won't show on the main leaderboards. Non standard games show only on
the "All Difficulties All Densities" and "Sectors Completed" leaderboards. The "All Difficulties" leaderboard has been reset.

Virtual Reality 180 Degree Tracking.
Necro Mutex now supports 180 degree tracking as well as 360 degree tracking, via an option for different Rotation controls.
Rotation is done simply by pointing the "run hand" in the direction you wish to face, and pulling the trigger.. March 28th
Promotional Sale. 34% off for a limited time.:
To celebrate the additions made in the 1.3 updates, Necro Mutex will be discounted 34% for two weeks, starting March 28,
2019 10:00am. (US Pacific Time.)

If you were waiting to blast some weaponized undead into blood and bone slurry, now's your chance!

Sale ends April 11, 2019 10:00am.

. Steam has fixed the VR controller issue.:
There had been an issue introduced by a buggy steamworks update that broke VR last weekend, buttons on the controllers
weren't responding.

Steam support has now fixed the issue, so Necro Mutex is good to go in VR again! Now you can try out the new 180 degree
tracking and rotation. ;)
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